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Re-Territorializing Twitter: African Moments 2010-2015
Reginold A. Royston, PhD and Krystal Strong, PhD
An Introduction to the African Social Mediascape
Africa is the fastest growing market for mobile devices in the world today (ITU
2015; GSMA 2014). Since 2001, cell phone use on the continent has grown exponentially,
giving Africans unprecedented access to digital communications, particularly voicetelephony, but also Internet connected-devices. This often-cited development has lead many
to label Africa’s emerging infrastructure as symptomatic of “leap-frog” innovation, in which
a fledging society skips over legacy, statist-driven industrial technologies, such as those
around telecommunications that still dominate the West (Davison et al 2000). However,
while physical infrastructure transformation in Africa has not progressed as rapidly as the
telecommunications sector, practices of “lead users” (von Hippel 2005) do exist on the
continent, particularly when it comes to mobile phone cultures. This paper examines the use
of Twitter in the last five years in Africa to mark unique ways that Africa’s Twittersphere has
deployed the technology in innovative forms of discourse, particularly around identity and
political organizing.
In this chapter, we attempt to illustrate how the process of deterritorialization that
media theorist Canclini (1995) and others1 have described as symptomatic of globalization,
also works in reverse: Anthropologists Inda and Rosaldo have stated, that the colonial
spread of media conglomerates from the West to the rest is “… only half of the story of
globalization… Cultural flows do not just float ethereally across the globe but are always reinscribed in specific cultural environments” (2002, 11). In this way, Twitter practices on the
African continent and diaspora, have made distinct reterritorialized geographies of media
practices, which can be dubbed African Twitter. But even within this African social
mediascape, Twitter is one of a growing number of tools enabling an innovative mobile
media ecology.
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The African mobile device market has an impressive array of local practices, regional
apps, and niches for tech developers. When Facebook purchased WhatsApp in 2014, the
voice and messaging service (part-curated community, part p2p texting service) had already
become the most widely used app in Africa and the Middle East, next to Facebook itself —
while the service still struggled for visibility in the United States (Activate Analysis 2016).
Other apps such as the Skype-clone Viber, and South Africa’s 2go also have penetration in
the millions of users on the continent. But short-message-service (SMS) communication —
i.e. text messaging — remains the key form of digital connection on the continent. The
majority of mobile devices on the continent are 12-key, “feature phones” — semi-smart
devices made by companies like Samsung, Nokia, or Korean or Chinese firms, with little or
no way to download apps or customize programming without aggressive hardware hacks
(Poushter and Oates 2015; Erkine 2010).2 Twitter is part of an African social mediascape that
includes practices such as texting, intentionally missed calls (“pinging”/ “beeping”/
“flashing”) (Donner 2007), Web-based instant messengers like Viber and WeChat, factoryembedded Facebook apps, and the micro-banking tool M-PESA among others. That Africa
is at the heart of an emerging mobile Internet provides a strident foil to the lingering
perception across media and tech development discourse that the continent remains the
antithesis of modernity (Mbembe 2001).
In this volume and elsewhere, much has been written about the transformative
impact of Twitter in other Africa-based social upheavals, including those in Egypt, Tunisia
and Algeria, often termed the “Arab Spring.” During our separate and ongoing research
projects (Strong, 2015; Royston 2014), we met almost no one using Twitter as an SMS-based
application — though this was the origin of the platform when it became a media
phenomenon at the SXSW Interactive Festival in Austin in 2007. The commercial researcher
Portland Communications identified more than 11.5 million geo-tagged tweets from Africa
over a three-month period in 2011. That number has undoubtedly grown with African
Twitter mega-trends such as #Kony2012, #BringBackOurGirls and #FeesMustFall,
indicating that, despite its use among Africa’s digital elites, Twitter is an undeniable
discursive and technological force in Africa’s social mediascape. The concept of a social
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mediascape draws from Arjun Appadurai’s Modernity At Large (1996), in which the
anthropologist described late-capitalist, transnational culture as being produced by “global
flows” where a “complex and interconnected repertoire” of varied media channels help to
construct the narratives of people’s lives in linked, uneven and disjunctive ways (Appadurai
1996, 35). Among these socially and materially implicated spheres of public discourse and
exchange, the mediascape remains essential to the shaping of contemporary life, especially
identity practices in the age of networks.
Perhaps what is most surprising about Twitter and social media use in general on the
continent is not that Africans are adept in spreading their life-experiences using the
instruments of modernity, but rather that these practices prevail amid a media ecology of
what Brian Larkin describes as one configured by “breakdowns” (2008). The mobile Web
may witness Africans socializing, doing commerce, accessing the Internet, and connecting
internationally via voice and data, in ways that surpasses the ability of Western IT users,
many of whom are typically confined to “walled gardens,”3 subscription lock-ins, and lack of
access to international cellular networks. However, failing infrastructures continue to mark
the African sociotechnical system particularly when it comes to water, sanitation, roads, and
electricity. This ecology of breakdowns also figures prominently in discourse on Twitter.
In the sections below we briefly describe several key moments of hyper-visibility for
Africans on Twitter, through the co-production of trending topics and use of hashtags
during media events, online sociality, and political discourse. Using these megatrends as
backdrops to a broader discussion on the production of self and subjecthood through media
use, we consider two cases essential to our ethnographic engagements. First, we examine
how in Ghana’s Twitter space, the local meme #dumsor resonates through differential
global networks signifying a discourse of cynicism amid the talk of a “Rising Africa.”4
Conversely, the global circulation of the #BringBackOurGirls hashtag in Nigeria and beyond
"A 'walled garden' is a telecom industry term for restricted resources kept within a firm's proprietary networks
or operating systems, such Comcast's Xfinity content, most AOL services, or Apple's iOS software."
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proposed fee hikes that would decrease access to education in the country (#FeesMustFall)
continues to grow, and signal the continued promise of Twitter’s role in Africa’s social
transformation.
These key moments illustrate the ways in which, through the hashtag mechanism,
Africa produces a distinct discursive space7 around notions of interest and relevance to the
continent and its diasporas. This is a corner of the Africa social mediascape that activates
both personal identity practices (via “Profile Pages” and user handles), a social interactional
space via the use of hashtags, participation via media events, and a material reality in the
form of political and social movements, especially with regards to management of the
physical resources of the political-economy.
<ls>
#dumsor: Ghanaian Twitter and the Ecology of Breakdown
In contrast to #OccupyNigeria, #Occupy Senegal, and #Occupy in South Africa as
fomented on Twitter, Ghana’s young political activists took to a reformist agenda, utilizing a
number of hashtags, including #GhanaDecides in preparation for the 2012 national
elections. Ghana has enjoyed relatively smooth transitions of electoral power since 1992,
and is described by the U.S. State Department and others as a “stable” and “peaceful”
democracy (U.S. State Department 2015). These have contributed to a discourse of what one
might describe as “African” exceptionalism for the West African country which it has
enjoyed since becoming the first colonized-nation on the continent to achieve its
independence in 1957. But while Ghanaian Twitter’s discourse initially advanced an
optimistic narrative of “openness, honesty, and accountability,”8 the continuing failures of
the Ghanaian government to address failing public infrastructures have given way to a
discourse of despondence utilizing the hashtag #dumsor, a shaming discourse which
challenges the nation’s identity as a leader in Africa. In this section, we analyze how the
efforts of local advocates on- and offline intervened in a nation-centric discourse utilizing
7
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Twitter’s global scale and accessibility. This transnational visibility, however, did little to
ameliorate local conditions. This reflects the limited penetration of Twitter among Ghana’s
overall mobile phone user-base, and perhaps the failures of hashtag activism in general, to
transform conditions on the ground when not tied to media events such as elections.
Ghana’s visibility on Twitter was heightened during the 2010 World Cup, when the
“Black Stars” became the first African team to reach the tournament’s semi-final rounds, as
users hashtagged #GHA for Ghana, #BlackStars, and #Vim, a colloquial expression of
“energy!”
By the 2012 national elections in Ghana, Twitter began to be utilized as a chief
means of political organizing and online rhetoric.9 At local tech meetings dubbed
“BarCamps,” civic advocacy groups began to promote Twitter as a chief way of interacting,
especially for individuals who could not be physically present at conferences and networking
sessions. Organizers at these events projected the tweets of student participants on large
screens behind presenters. A civic advocacy group also formed in 2012 called
GhanaDecides, and began to promote election participation through “TalkParties” on
Twitter. Other tech-focused civil organizations began to use the tool, as well as did
celebrities and traditional radio and TV broadcasters.
Dumsor, pronounced /doomn suh/ is an Akan word that means “off, on” – and
describes the phenomena of “lights off” or electricity failures, largely due to scheduled and
unscheduled blackouts by the publicly administered utility, the Electric Company of Ghana
(ECG). Ongoing failures of the national electric grid had been brewing since the early 2000s,
due to the dwindling capacity of the country’s chief power source, the Akosombo
Hydroelectric Dam. Equipment was deteriorating, service lines were unreliable, and
increasing demand was growing due to population growth in the capital Accra (Miescher
2012; Eshun and Amoako-Tuffour 2016).10 The Dam was an achievement of Kwame
Nkrumah’s First Republic government, but in the new millennium, also a sign of its
weakening infrastructure. The term dumsor began to be used sparsely in the country’s south
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according to participants interviewed, when power outages spiked in 2008 due to years of
drought. Water eventually returned, but blackouts became more regular again when a
pipeline in the Gulf of Guinea supplying fuel to Ghanaian auxiliary generators was ruptured
in the summer of 2012. In our research, dumsor appears on Twitter as a keyword or hashtag
only intermittently until 2013. Prior to this, Twitter bloggers such as Efia Nkroman, a
programmer and active volunteer in her mid-20s using the handle @LightOffGhana1,
initially attempted to provide a public service by compiling crowd-sourced outages, and
putting online the officially scheduled periods for “lights off” by ECG. But before she
ceased to tweet in 2014, her tweets had grown more frustrated and less neutral. Parody
accounts, both profane and politically strident, such as @Online_ECG and @_E_C_G
meanwhile, had taken her place in commenting about both #ECG and the worsening
#dumsor crisis. These fake ECG accounts often satirically castigated tweeters for their
expectations of municipal reliability: In response to students complaining about not being
able to stay up late to study, or iron shirts for classes the next day, parody tweeter
@ECG_ghana replied “u no get steam iron?” A more poignant post on March 10, 2015,
showed a picture of doctors and nurses in a blacked-out hospital room with the text “Blame
JDM for this, not us” referencing Ghana’s sitting president, John Dramani Mahama.11
[Figure 3.1 here]
In 2015, dumsor reached crisis levels when the electricity grid’s load-shedding
schedule, often more of a loose impression of the rolling blackouts, started to announce that
power would be shut-off for 24-hour periods throughout the country, instead of typical 12hour blackouts. On the ground, the scheduled outages could last for days at a time, especially
for areas only tenuously connected to the grid. That year, #dumsor peaked on the Internet,
with a Wikipedia page started in February, several Facebook groups sprouting up to discuss
the issue, and thousands of serious, sarcastic, irate and politically-strident comments about
dumsor on Twitter. In early May, international Ghanaian pop star Sarkodie released a song
about dumsor, which became the anthem for a new “Dumsor Must Stop” campaign, initially
promoted on social media by celebrities like film star @yvonnenelsongh. While the
nonpartisan hashtag #GhanaDecides served as an ambivalent form of political critique
11
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aimed at reforming the state, by the close of the troubled 2012 contest, the hashtag was
being deployed by the established political parties and election bureaucracy to promote
mainstream politics. But in contrast, #dumsor did not appear in any of Mahama’s tweets
until his failed re-election campaign in 2016.
Nevertheless, the term dumsor has become a potent form of social critique, circulated
by Twitter users in the homeland and diaspora. Its signification goes beyond electricity
concerns to address perceived failures to make good on the promises of neo-liberal
deregulation in the 2000s, the discovery of oil reserves in 2008, and Ghana’s designation as
one of Africa’s only “middle income” economies by the WorldBank in 2011:
#Dumsormuststop is a potent alternative tag, but most tweets tackling the failures of the
government use the simple construct #dumsor, as a static pessimistic descriptor: Tweets that
utilize it are often despondent, literally reflecting powerlessness.
[Figure 3.2 here]
Sarkodie’s song and a May 15, 2015 Dumsor Must Stop march drew critical attention
and ultimately produced a national media event to highlight jobs and business revenue being
lost, deadly accidents, and the growing hesitancy of foreign investors, including diaspora
returnees. But the vehemence of the movement was parried in part by a human disaster in
June 2015, when an explosion at a local gas station killed over 100 people. Many attributed
the incident to the failures of the government, even dumsor itself, as generators were in use in
the area where “lights off” had occurred. The spark of the explosion was believed to have
been started by leaking gas, either from the fuel station or from back-up generators nearby,
which was accelerated by seasonal flood water, escaping through Accra’s failing sewer
systems and roads. Reserve power generators were brought in to relieve the crisis later in late
2015, but by the time of this writing, rolling blackouts have returned to the major cities
Accra and Kumasi, prompting a spate of “dumsor has returned” tweets on Twitter, among
online activists as well as headlines in mainstream media. The despondence that #dumsor
signals, has been potent in forcing the political establishment to address a crisis that betrays
Ghana’s narrative of African singularity, with regards to peace, development and democratic
social order. But its continued use, like the phenomena itself, signals an enduring
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